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This circular is published in accordance with the provisions of the Article regarding “Margins 
required by BME CLEARING” of BME CLEARING’s Rule Book. 
 
The circular is divided into the following section, plus the following four annexes: 
  

I. Description of margin calculation method (MEFFCOM2). 
II. Description of the calculation method used for Futures FX Rolling Spot contracts. 
III. Calculation of the Initial margin for different types of account 

 
Annex 1: Black option pricing model 
Annex 2: Binomial option pricing model 
Annex 3: Black and Scholes option pricing model. 
Annex 4: Procedure for detecting FX arbitrage strategies 
Annex 5: Contracts subject to a Regulatory Restrictions Framework 
 
The Circular includes an example that does not form a binding part of the Circular, but helps to 
understand the concepts involved. 
 
 
I. DESCRIPTION OF MARGIN CALCULATION METHOD USED (MEFFCOM2) 

 
Steps in the calculation of Initial Margin requirements for futures and options positions using the 
MEFFCOM2 method:  

 
1.- Calculation of options volatility 
2.- Construction of the valuation arrays (theoretical prices and deltas) 
3.- Application of the valuation arrays to open positions 
4.- Addition of Time Spread Margins 
5.- Offsetting of margins between different Underlyings. 
6.- Determination of the Initial Margin at the Margin Account level. 

 
In this document, the terms Contract, Underlying, Delta, Margin Class, Spread, and Margin 
Account are defined as follows:  

 
Contract: A futures contract for a given expiration or option contract of a given type (call or put), 
strike price and expiration. For example, the future FMIXZ0,, or the option CIBX 8200Z0 are 
contracts. 
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Underlying (or Commodity): A futures contract for options on futures, or the cash instrument for 
the other contracts 
 
 
Delta: Equivalent position of a Contract in units of Futures. 
 
Margin Class (or Class): Made up of those related Contracts (futures and options) with the same 
Underlying (or Commodity). 
 
Spread: Positions (deltas) offset between different expirations (Time Spreads) or different 
Underlyings (Inter-commodity Spreads). 
 
Margin Account: Minimum unit for Margin calculation. 
 
 

1.- Calculation of options volatility. 
 

Taking the “at-the-money” series for each expiration, the volatility observed during the trading 
session for the different Contracts is considered. If there are no transactions for a said series 
on a given expiration, Market Makers will be asked to give a quotation thereof. 
 
For all other series, the linear volatility curve based on the market transactions will be taken 
or, failing this, the median of the volatility curves supplied by the Market Makers. Said curve 
will be revised at least weekly or, exceptionally, if the Market circumstances so require.  
 

 
2.- Construction of the valuation arrays: theoretical prices and deltas. 
 

Once the linear volatility curve is obtained for each expiration, a theoretical price array and a 
delta array are then determined for each Margin Class. The steps taken to construct the arrays 
are as follows: 

 
a) Determination of the hypothetical prices of the Underlying 
b) Determination of the reduced and increased volatility 
c) Calculation of the theoretical price arrays. 
d) Calculation of the delta arrays. 

 
 

a) Determination of the hypothetical prices of the Underlying. 
 

The hypothetical prices that the Underlying can reach, starting from the closing price, are 
determined on the basis of Total Fluctuation to be analysed and the Number of Columns 
included in the arrays. At a Margin Class level, these parameters are specified in the 
"Margin Calculation Parameters" Circular and they may also be differentiated by expiration. 

 
Therefore, the hypothetical prices of the Underlying are calculated as follows: 

 
 Underlying price 1 = Closing price + 1 * Total Fluctuation / (No.Columns-1) 
 Underlying price -1 = Closing price - 1 * Total Fluctuation / (No.Columns-1) 
 Underlying price 2 = Closing price + 2 * Total Fluctuation / (No.Columns-1) 
 Underlying price -2 = Closing price - 2 * Total Fluctuation / (No.Columns-1) 

 
And so on until the required number of columns are completed. 
 
To allow for the possibility of a large position in an underlying, extra hypothetical prices are 
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added, using the margin increase percentages, “Pi”, as set out in the “Extraordinary Margins 
for Large Option and Future Positions” Circular: 

 
 Underlying price P1 = Closing Price + Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P1) 
 Underlying price -P1 = Closing Price – Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P1) 

Underlying price P2 = Closing Price + Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P2) 
 Underlying price -P2 = Closing Price – Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P2) 

Underlying price P3 = Closing Price + Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P3) 
 Underlying price -P3 = Closing Price – Total Fluctuation / 2 x (1+%P3) 
 

And so on until all the Pi percentages set out in the circular have been included. 
 
The amounts that are added or subtracted to the Closing Price to determine the hypothetical 
prices are rounded off to the same number of decimal places as the Underlying. 

 

 
For example, given a total fluctuation of 1,200 points (600 points on the upside and 600 
points on the downside), 11 columns, and a closing price for the underlying of 7,996.0, the 
hypothetical prices are as follows:  

 

Underlying price 1  = 7,996.0 + 1 x 1,200 / 10 =
 8,116.0 

Underlying price -1 = 7,996.0 - 1 x 1,200 / 10 = 
 7,876.0 

Underlying price 2  = 7,996.0 + 2 x 1,200 / 10 =
 8,236.0 

Underlying price -2 = 7,996.0 - 2 x 1,200 / 10 =
 7,756.0 

 
Completing all the columns in the array: 

 

UP5 UP4 UP3 UP2 UP1 CP UP-1 UP-2 UP-3 UP-4 UP-5 

8,596.
0 

8,476.
0 

8,356.
0 

8,236.
0 

8,116.
0 

7,996.
0 

7,876.
0 

7,756.
0 

7,636.
0 

7,516.
0 

7,396.
0 

 
If the total fluctuation is expressed as a percentage with respect to the Closing Price, given 

a fluctuation of 15% and a Closing Price of 8.89, for example, the total fluctuation is 2.667 
(2 x 15% x 8.89), and the hypothetical prices for 11 columns will be the following: 
 

Underlying price 1  = 8.89 + 1 x 2.667  / 10 =  9.16 

Underlying price -1 = 8.89 - 1 x 2.667  / 10 =   8.62 

Underlying price 2  = 8.89+ 2 x 2.667  / 10 =   9.42 

Underlying price -2 = 8.89 - 2 x 2.667 / 10 =   8.36 

 
Completing all the columns in the array:   

 

UP5 UP4 UP3 UP2 UP1 CP UP-1 UP-2 UP-3 UP-4 UP-5 

10.22 9.96 9.69 9.42 9.16 8.89 8.62 8.36 8.09 7.82 7.56 

 
To include large positions, if the margin interval increase percentages are for example: 
22%, 41% and 58%, the following hypothetical prices are added: 

 
 Underlying Price P1 = 7,996.0 + 1200 / 2 x (1+22%) = 8,728.0  
 Underlying Price -P1 =  7,996.0 - 1200 / 2 x (1+22%) =  7,264.0 
 Underlying Price P2 =  7,996.0 + 1200 / 2 x (1+41%) =  8,842.0 
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 Underlying Price -P2 =  7,996.0 - 1200 / 2 x (1+41%) =  7,150.0 
 Underlying Price P3 =  7,996.0 + 1200 / 2 x (1+58%) =  8,944.0 
 Underlying Price -P3 =  7,996.0 - 1200 / 2 x (1+58%) =  7,048.0 
 

New columns are added at the right-hand side of the previous array:  
 

UPP1 UP-P1 UPP2 UP-P2 UPP3 UP-P3 

8,728.0 7,264.0 8,842.0 7,150.0 8,944.0 7,048.0 

 
For the underlying with a percentage fluctuation compared to the closing price: 

 
 Underlying Price P1 = 8.89 + 2,667 / 2 x (1+22%) =10.52 
 Underlying Price -P1 = 8.89 – 2,667 / 2 x (1+22%) = 7.26 
 Underlying Price P2 = 8.89 + 2,667 / 2 x (1+41%) =10.77 
 Underlying Price -P2 = 8.89 – 2,667 / 2 x (1+41%) = 7.01 
 Underlying Price P3 = 8.89 + 2,667 / 2 x (1+58%) =11.00 
 Underlying Price -P3 = 8.89 – 2,667 / 2 x (1+58%) = 6.78 
 

UPP1 UP-P1 UPP2 UP-P2 UPP3 UP-P3 

10.52 7.26 10.77 7.01 11.00 6.78 

 

 
b) Determination of the reduced and increased volatility 
 

For the purposes of this calculation, the percentage increase and decrease of volatility for 
each Margin Class is specified in the «Initial Margin Calculation Parameters» Circular, 
along with the algorithm to be used. The resulting reduced volatility and increased volatility 
for each option contract will be used in the calculation of the theoretical price arrays and 
the delta arrays.  

 
One of the following two algorithms will be applied to each implied volatility, where I.V.C. 
is the Implied Volatility of the Contract:  

 
b.1) Percentage increase and decrease multiplied by the volatility: 

 
Reduced volatility =  I.V.C. - (I.V.C * Percentage Decrease) 
Increased volatility =  I.V.C. + (I.V.C * Percentage Increase) 

 
b.2) Percentage increase or decrease added to the volatility: 
 

Reduced volatility =  I.V.C. – Percentage Decrease 
Increased volatility =  I.V.C. + Percentage Increase 
 

 
For example, if the Percentage Decrease = Percentage Increase = 10%, for a volatility of 
27.33%: 
 
If it is multiplied by the volatility (b.1): 
 

Reduced volatility =  27.33% - (27.33% * 10%)  =   24.597% 

Increased volatility =  27.33% + (27.33% * 10%) =  30.063% 
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If the volatility is added (b.2): 
 

Reduced volatility =  27.33% - 10%   =  17.33% 

Increased volatility =  27.33% + 10% =  37.33% 

 
 

 
c) Calculation of the theoretical price arrays. 
 

The theoretical value of a contract for a specific combination of the hypothetical price of the 
Underlying and volatility (where the later parameter is applicable only for options) is known 
as the theoretical price.  

 
Futures: The underlying is the Future itself. For each column the theoretical price is 

calculated as the difference between the hypothetical price corresponding to 
said column and the closing price of the future: 

 
Theoretical Price = (UPn - CP)  

 
Where:   UPn :  Hypothetical price of the Underlying (Future) 

 CP  :  Closing price of the Underlying (Future) 
 

 
 By way of illustration, in the first example in section 2.a, which would correspond to a futures 

contract with closing price of 7,996.0 and total fluctuation to analyse fixed at 1,200, the 
theoretical prices (TP) for each underlying price would be: 

 

 UP5 UP4 UP3 UP2 UP1 CP UP-1 UP-2 UP-3 UP-4 UP-5 

TP 600.0 480.0 360.0 240.0 120.0 0 -
120.0 

-
240.0 

-
360.0 

-
480.0 

-
600.0 

 
And on the right-hand side, we would have the theoretical prices to be incorporated in the 
case of large positions. 
 

UPP1 UP-P1 UPP2 UP-P2 UPP3 UP-P3 

732.0 -732.0 846.0 -846.0 948.0 -948.0 

 

 
Options: The option pricing model is applied (see Annex 1, 2 and 3) to each combination 

of volatility and hypothetical underlying price. For this, it is necessary to know 
the pricing model to apply, in accordance with the specifications of the Circular 
“Initial Margin calculation Parameters”, as well as the Interest Rate, the Time 
to Expiration of the option contracts, and the estimated future stock Dividends. 

 
A row of theoretical Bid prices (B) is calculated with the reduced Volatility and another of 
theoretical Ask prices (S) is calculated with the increased Volatility. In the case of futures, 
both rows are the same. 
 
Therefore, for each Contract with open position a row is obtained with a number of values 
equal to double the number of columns specified for the Margin Class. 

 

 
For example, let’s take 11 prices of the second example in section 2.a and the reduced and 
increased volatilities obtained in 2.b.1. Assume a call option with a strike price of 9, which 
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expires in 172 days, with estimated dividends of 0.0704 euros at 32 days and 0.0775 euros 
at 124 days, and an interest rate of 1.924%. By applying the option pricing model provided 
in Annex 2 (binomial model) the following theoretical prices are obtained: 
 

TP UP5 UP4 UP3 UP2 UP1 CP UP-1 UP-2 UP-3 UP-4 UP-5 

B 1.40 1.20 1.00 0.82 0.66 0.52 0.39 0.29 0.21 0.14 0.09 

S 1.51 1.32 1.12 0.95 0.79 0.65 0.52 0.41 0.31 0.23 0.17 

 
Taking into account the possibility of a large position, using increase percentages of 22%, 
41% and 58%, we would add the following theoretical prices: 
 

TP UPP1 UP-P1 UPP2 UP-P2 UPP3 UP-P3 

B 1.65 0.06 1.87 0.03 2.07 0.02 

S 1.75 0.11 1.95 0.08 2.15 0.05 

 

 
d) Calculation of the delta arrays 

 
A delta array is then calculated to determine the number of positions with an opposite sign 
in different expirations of the same Margin Class. 

 
Futures: Not calculated. The delta for each column of the underlying is a specific 

parameter that is always equal to 1. 
 
Options: The delta formula is applied (see Annex 1, 2 and 3) in accordance with the 

“Initial Margin calculation parameters” Circular for each Margin Class.  Thus 
we obtain a row of Long deltas (B) and a row of Short deltas (S). 

 
The number of decimal places will always be 2. 

 

 
For the call option that has been used as an example in section 2.c, valued using the 
same parameters and in accordance with Annex 2, the deltas would be: 
 

Deltas UP5 UP4 UP3 UP2 UP1 CP UP-1 UP-2 UP-3 UP-4 UP-5 
B 0,80 0,76 0,70 0,64 0,57 0,50 0,42 0,35 0,28 0,21 0,15 
S 0,77 0,72 0,68 0,62 0,57 0,51 0,45 0,39 0,33 0,27 0,22 

 
Taking into account the possibility of a large position, using increase percentages of 22%, 
41% and 58%, we would all the following deltas: 
 

Deltas UPP1 UP-P1 UPP2 UP-P2 UPP3 UP-P3 

B 0.86 0.10 0,89 0.07 0.91 0.05 

S 0.81 0.16 0,84 0.12 0.87 .0.09 

 

 
 
3.- Application of the valuation arrays to open positions 
 

Once the theoretical price arrays and delta arrays for futures and options are calculated, the 
valuation arrays are applied to the open positions of the respective position account as follows: 
 
a) Valuation of the open position of each Margin Class. 
b) Determination of the deltas for each expiration of the Margin Class. 
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a) Valuation of the open position of each Margin Class 
 

The open position of the Margin Class is valued for each combination of price and volatility, 
multiplying the open position in each Contract (number of contracts) by the theoretical 
prices, by the Multiplier of the contract (defined in the “Initial Margin calculation parameters” 
Circular) and by -1” if it is a long position, and “1” if it is a short position. 
 
The resulting amounts with a positive sign represent a margin amount, whereas the 
negative amounts represent a reduction in the margin.  

 
Thus, the algorithm used to value the open position is: 
 

Value Long Open Position = No. contracts * Row B Theor. Prices, Row S Theor. Prices, 

Large Positions Theor. Prices* Multipl. *-1 
 

Value Short Open Position = No. contracts * Row B Theor. Prices, Row S Theor. Prices, 

Large Positions Theor. Prices* Multipl. * 1 
 
 
The calculated values are added column by column for Contracts of the same Margin Class, 
with positive and negative values being fully offset, irrespective of whether they relate to 
the same or distinct expirations. The resulting row of totals is known as the Net Position 
Margins row. 
 

 
For example, given an open position of 300 long call option contracts for the contract used 
in the previous sections, plus a position in: 
 
* 10 long put contracts in the same Class, with the following theoretical prices:  
 
TP UP5 UP4 UP3 UP2 UP1 CP UP-1 UP-2 UP-3 UP-4 UP-5 UPP1 UP-P1 … 

B 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.27 0.34 0.41 0.50 0.04 0.61 … 

S 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.34 0.40 0.48 0.55 0.65 0.10 0.76 … 

 
* 3 short futures contracts in the same Class. The theoretical prices are: 
 
TP UP5 UP4 UP3 UP2 UP1 CP UP-1 UP-2 UP-3 UP-4 UP-5 UPP1 UP-P1 … 

B 1.33 1.06 0.80 0.53 0.27 0.00 -0.27 -0.53 -0.80 -1.06 -1.33 1.62 -1.62 … 

S 1.33 1.06 0.80 0.53 0.27 0.00 -0.27 -0.53 -0.80 -1.06 -1.33 1.62 -1.62 … 

 
If the multiplier is 100, the value of the open position is: 
 

300 x {1.40   …   0.09   1.51…    0.17  1.65  1.75   0.06  0.11…} x 100  x -1 
  10 x { 0.05   …  0.50   0.12  … 0.65   0.04  0.10  0.61  0.76… } x 100  x -1 
    3 x {1.33   … -1.33   1.33 …  -1.33  1.62  1.62  -1.62  -1.62…} x 100 x 1 

 
The Net Position Margin row is obtained adding column by column. Observe that in columns 
1 and 12 the positive results of the future are offset against the negative results of the two 
long options: 
 

Column: 1 … 11 12 … 22 23 24 25 26 … 

Call option 
-42.000 … -2700 -45.300 … 

-
5.100 

-49.500 -52.500 -1.800 -3.300 … 
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Put option -50 … -500 -120 … -650 -40 -100 -610 -760 … 

Future 399 … -399 399 … -399 486 486 -486 -486 … 

Net Position Margin -41.651 … -3.599 -45.021 … 
-

6.149 
-49.054 -52.114 -2.896 -4.546 … 

 
Where: 

Columns 1 to 11: scenarios for the row of Long Theoretical Prices 
Columns 12 to 22: scenarios for the row of Short Theoretical Prices 
Columns 23 onwards: scenarios that only apply to large positions. They are in the 
following sequence: P1Long, P1Short, -P1Long, -P1Short, P2Long, P2Short, -
P2Long, -P2Short, and so on. 

 

 
 

b) Determination of the deltas for each expiration of the Margin Class. 
 

Given that the correlation between different expirations is not perfect, they cannot be fully 
offset. Consequently, it is necessary to determine whether in section 3.a positions 
corresponding to different expirations have been offset to make the required adjustment 
through an additional margin 
 
To obtain the net position in each expiration the open position in each Contract (number of 
contracts) is multiplied by “1” if it is a long position and “-1” if it is a short position by the 
contract Multiplier defined in the “Initial Margin calculation parameters” Circular and by the 
deltas: firstly by the long deltas row (B) for the said contract, and then by the short deltas 
row (S), and finally by the large positions deltas: 
 

Delta long Open Position = No. contracts * 1* Multiplier * Row B deltas; Row S deltas; 

large position deltas 

Delta short Open Position = No. contracts * -1* Multiplier * Row B deltas; Row S 

deltas; large position deltas 
 

The deltas calculated for each expiration of the Margin Class are added together, 
obtaining a row of deltas by expiration. 

 

 
This is illustrated using the previous example. The deltas of the call option are shown in 
section 1.2.d. The deltas for the other two contracts belonging to the same Class are: 
 
* Put option:  
 

Deltas UP5 UP4 UP3 UP2 UP1 CP UP-1 UP-2 UP-3 UP-4 UP-5 UPP1 
UP-

P1 
… 

B 
-

0.05 
-0.1 

-
0.08 

-0.1 
-

0.12 
-

0.14 
-

0.18 
-

0.21 
-

0.26 
-

0.31 
-

0.36 
-0.04 -0.42 … 

S 
-

0.08 
-0.1 

-
0.11 

-
0.13 

-
0.15 

-
0.18 

-
0.21 

-
0.24 

-
0.28 

-
0.32 

-
0.36 

-0.07 -0.42 … 

 
* Future: all deltas are equal to 1. 
 
If the multiplier is equal to 100, the delta of the position is:: 
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300 x 1  x 100 x  { 0.80 …  0,15   0,77 …   0,22  0,86  0,81   0,10
   0,16 …} 
  10 x 1  x 100 x  {-0.05 … -0,36  -0,08 …  -0,36 -0,04 -0,07  -0,42
 -0,42 …} 
    3 x -1 x 100 x {   1 … 1  1  … 1 1 1 1 1  …} 

 
Assuming that the future corresponds to expiration 1, the call option to expiration 2 and the 
put option to expiration 3 (where expiration 1 is the nearby expiration), the deltas by 
expiration are: 

 
 
Column: 1 … 11 12 … 22 23 24 25 26 … 

Expiration 1 -300 … -300 -300 … -300 -300 -300 -300 -300 … 

Expiration 2 24,000 … 4,500 23,100 … 6,600 25,800 24,300 3,000 4,800 … 

Expiration 3 -50 … -360 -80 … -360 -40 -70 -420 -420 … 

 

 
 
4.- Addition of Time Spread Margins 

 
The following steps will be taken: 
 
a) Select expirations to offset 
b) Calculate the number of spreads 
c) Obtain the consumed delta in spreads and the remaining delta 
d) Repeat calculations until there are no more spreads 
e) Calculate Time Spread Margins 
f) Obtain Commodity Margin 
 
 
a) Select expirations to offset 
 
 Working from the rows of delta by expiration obtained in section 3.b. the offsets (time 

spreads) between those expirations that have positions (deltas) with an opposite sign will 
be calculated column by column and then the time spread margins will be calculated. 

 
 Priority will be given to the pair of expirations that are closest in time as they are most 

closely correlated starting with the date of most distant expiration. 
 
 Thus, for example, if there are four distinct expiration dates the order will be: 
: 

4th/3rd, 3rd/2nd, 2nd/1st, 4th/2nd, 3rd/1st, 4th/1st  
 
b) Calculate the number of spreads 
 
 The number of spreads for each pair of deltas with opposite signs will be determined as 

follows: 
 

No. spreads = Minimum absolute value {delta Expiration A ; delta Expiration B } 
 
c) Obtain the consumed delta in spreads and the remaining delta 
 
 The consumed delta and the remaining delta (the delta not consumed in spreads) are 

calculated for each expiration. 
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- If the initial delta is positive: 

 
Remaining delta (delta not consumed in spreads) = Initial delta – No. spreads 

 
- If the initial delta is negative: 

 
Remaining delta (delta not consumed in spreads) = Initial delta + No. spreads 

 
d) Repeat calculations until there are no more time spreads  
 
 Whenever there is still remaining delta to offset the process continues with the next 

combination of expirations to offset and it is repeated until there are no more time spreads. 
This process ends when all the remaining deltas show the same sign or zero. 

 

 
 

Returning to the above example, first the 3rd expiration will be offset against the 2nd 
expiration and then the remaining position to offset from the 2nd expiration will be offset 
against the 1st expiration. There are no spreads between the 1st and 3rd expiration given 
that their respective deltas have the same sign in all the columns: 
 
STEP 1: Spreads between 3rd and 2nd expiration 
 

            
Column: 1 … 11 12 … 22 23 24 25 26 … 

Expiration 3 -50 … -360 -80 … -360 -40 -70 -420 -420 … 

Expiration 2 24,00
0 

… 4,50
0 

23,10
0 

… 6,60
0 

25,80
0 24,300 

3,00
0 

4,80
0 

… 

No. spreads  50 … 360 80 … 360 40 70 420 420 … 

 
 
STEP 2: Spreads between 2nd and 1st expiration 
 
 Column: 1 … 11 12 … 22 23 24 25 26 … 

Expiration 2 
(remaining 
delta after step 
1) 

23,950 … 4,140 23,020 … 6,240 25,760 24,230 2,580 4,380 … 

Expiration 1 -300 … -300 -300 … -300 -300 -300 -300 -300 … 

No. spreads 300 … 300 300 … 300 300 300 300 300 … 

 
 

 
e) Calculate Time Spread Margins 

 
Next, each number of spreads is converted into currency units multiplying by the time 
spread margin amount that is specified in the “Initial Margin Calculation Parameters” 
Circular. 
 
The time spread margin amount may be fixed, specifying an amount in euros for each 
spread, or variable, based on the difference between the futures prices corresponding to 
each of the two expirations that are offset, specifying a minimum value and a factor. 
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In this latter case, the time spread margin amount is determined using the following formula:  
 

Max. (MSV; Absolute Value (CPA - CPB)) * Factor 
Where: 

 
MSV = Minimum spread value. This parameter is specified in the Circular cited 

above.  
CPA = Closing price of the future corresponding to expiration A.  
CPB = Closing price of the future corresponding to expiration B. 

 
Factor = Parameter normally greater than one, that is specified in the Circular 

cited above  
 

Next, the rows of time spread margins are added column by column, and the resulting Time 
Spread Margins row is added to the Net Position Margins row obtained in section I.3.a). 
Adding these together gives a row that we call Total Margins row, which is adjusted or 
corrected for the lack of perfect correlation between distinct expirations of the same Margin 
Class. 

 

 
Continuing with the example, suppose that the time spread margin amount is variable for 
the contracts making up the Class, and: 
 

CP1 = 8.86; CP2 = 8.82; CP3= 8.79; MSV = 0.20. Factor = 1.2 
 
Therefore: 
 

Time spread margin amount expirations 2 & 3 = Max (0.20; Abs(8.82–8.79)) * 1.2 = 0.24 
euro 

Time spread margin amount expirations 1 & 2 = Max (0.20; Abs(8.86–8.82)) * 1.2 = 0.24 
euro 

 
Multiplying the number of spreads by their corresponding margin amount and adding 
column by column the Time Spread Margins row is obtained: 
 

Column: 1 … 11 12 … 22 23 24 25 26 … 

TS margins exp. 
2 & 3 

12 … 86.4 19.2 … 86.4 9,6 16.8 100.8 100.8 … 

TS margins exp. 
1 & 2 

72 … 72 72 … 72 72 72 72 72 … 

Time Spread 
Margins 

84 … 158.40 91.20 … 158.40 81.60 88.80 172.80 172.80 … 

 

The row of Time Spread Margins is added to the row of Net Position Margins of the Margin 
Class: and the Total Margins row is obtained: 
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Column: 1 … 11 12 … 22 23 24 25 26 … 

Net 
Position 
Margins 

-
41,651 

… -3,599 -45,021 … -6,149 -49,054 -52,114 -2,896 -4,546 … 

Time 
Spread 
Margins 

84 … 158.40 91.20 … 158.40 81.60 88.80 172,80 172.80 … 

Total 
Margins 

-
41,567 

… 
-

3,440.60 
-

44,929.80 
… 

-
5,990.60 

-
48,972.40 

-
52,025.20 

-
2,723.20 

-
4,373.20 

… 

 

 
f) Obtain Commodity Margin 

 
The following steps will be taken 
 
f.1 Maximum value of the Total Margins row 
 
In the Total Margins row, the column which contains the largest amount is selected; this 
corresponds to the initial worst case scenario. Large position scenarios are not included in 
this step. 
 
f.2 Obtain the initial worst case scenario delta 
 
The remaining delta which corresponds to the initial worst case scenario column (obtained 
in f.1 above) is selected. The deltas for the various expirations are added together. The 
result is called “Initial Worst Case Scenario Delta”. 
 
f.3 Determination of total number of scenarios to be taken into consideration 
 
The percentage that the Initial Worst Case Scenario represents in relation to the 
corresponding Average Daily Trading Volume of that product as published by BME 
CLEARING in its “Average Daily Volume” Circular is calculated. Depending on the value of 
this percentage, and in accordance with the stipulation of the “Extraordinary Margins for 
Large Option and Future Positions” Circular, the number of scenarios to be taken into 
consideration will be increased. 
 
f.4 Calculate the Commodity Margin 
 
In the Total Margins row, the column containing the largest amount is selected; the 
increased number of scenarios will be included if, as per section f.3, a large position has 
been recorded. 

 

 
In the example above, the maximum value of the Total Margins row, without taking large 
position scenarios into account, i.e. selecting only scenarios 1 to 22, is entered in column 11 
and amounts to -3.440,60 (in this case, as it is a gain, it has a negative sign).  
 
If there are no large positions, this is the Commodity Margin. It is negative because of the 
weight of options purchased, which represents a credit which could be used to reduce the 
margin amount required for other Classes where any open positions exist. 
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However, in order to see if there are any large positions, the corresponding delta for this 
column, which is the initial worst case scenario delta, must be compared to the average 
daily trading volume (assuming it to be 3,000 in this example): 

 
Initial worst case scenario delta Column 11 
Expiration 1 0 
Expiration 2 3,840 
Expiration 3 0 

Delta  3,840 
 
Initial worst case scenario delta / Average Daily Trading Volume = 3,840 / 3,000 = 128% 
 
If we assume that the “Extraordinary Margins for Large Futures and Options” Circular states: 

 

% over Average Daily 
Trading Volume 

% Required Initial Margin 
Increase Interval 

Between 100% and 150% 22% 

Between 150% and 200% 41% 

Greater than 200% 58% 

 
Consequently, large position scenarios 23 to 26, which correspond to the first range must be 
added; this uses a margin increase interval of 22%. 
 

 
The maximum value of the Total Margins row, which is the Commodity Margin, is found in column 
25, and is an amount of  -2,723.20 euros.  

 

 
5.- Offsetting of margins between different Underlyings 

 
In accordance with the “Initial Margin calculation parameters” Circular, there may be different 
Classes with correlated Underlyings (or Commodities) whereby the margin should be reduced 
based on the position (delta) that is offset between one Class and the other.  
 
The following steps are to be taken: 

 
a) For each Margin Class, obtain the delta to offset in inter-commodity spreads, this process 

consists of several sub-processes: 
 

a.1. Addition of the remaining deltas not offset in time spreads 
a.2. Calculate the maximum delta to offset 
a.3. Obtain the delta to offset 

 
b) Select Underlyings to offset 

c) Calculate the number of spreads for the underlyings that are to be offset 

d) Obtain the consumed delta in spreads and the remaining delta 

e) Repeat calculations until there are no more spreads  

f) Calculate Inter-commodity Spread Credits  

g) Obtain Final Margin for each Margin Class  
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The steps that are applied are described below: 
 

a.1. For each Margin Class, obtain the delta to offset in inter-commodity spreads 
 

 In this case, using the time spread remaining deltas from section I.4., the procedure to be 
used is as described below. 

 
 In section 4.d the remaining delta (not offset), after time spread calculations, has been 

obtained. For each Margin Class, the column where the Commodity Margin is reached (the 
worst case scenario) is selected and the remaining deltas for the different expirations in that 
column are added together.  The result is a delta for each Class (Class Delta). 

 

 
In the previous example this would correspond to the delta calculated in 4.f.1, which does not take 
large positions into account and which is contained in column 11: 
 

Remaining delta (not offset in time 
spreads) 

Column 11 

Expiration 1 0 
Expiration 2 3,840 
Expiration 3 0 

Class Delta 3,840 
 

 
a.2. Calculate the maximum delta to offset. 

 
 From the Class delta obtained in 5.a.1, a maximum amount will be allowed to offset with 

other Classes being the result of dividing the following amounts: 
 

• Numerator: The Potential Future Loss that the open position may suffer in the Margin 
Class. This amount is equal to the Commodity Margin less the accumulated loss at close 
which is calculated by taking the average of the values in the Total Margins row (obtained 
in 4.e) for columns 6 and 17 (where the underlying price is equal to the closing  price): 

 
Margin Class Potential Future Loss = Commodity Margin – Accumulated loss at close 
 
In the case that the open position consisted of futures, the accumulated loss at the close 
would be equal to 0, given that the theoretical prices of futures in these columns are, by 
definition, always 0 as they are settled daily.  

 

• *Denominator: The Potential Future Loss that may be incurred by 1 delta of the Margin 
Class. This amount is equal to:  
 

- If the total fluctuation to be analysed is expressed in constant points: 
 

Total fluctuation to be analysed in euros (on one side) / Multiplier 
 

- If the total fluctuation to be analysed is expressed as a percentage:  
 

Total fluctuation to be analysed (on one side) x Closing price of the underlying 
The resulting amount is rounded off to the same number of decimal places as the 
Underlying. 
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 The parameters “Total fluctuation to be analysed” and “Multiplier” are defined in the “Initial 

Margin calculation parameters” Circular. If a Class has more than one fluctuation, because 
there has been differentiation by expiration, in order to calculate the margin of 1 delta, the 
smallest fluctuation in the Class will be selected. 

 
 Therefore, the maximum delta to offset will be: 

 
Maximum delta to offset = Margin Class Potential Future Loss / 1 delta Potential Future 
Loss 

 

 
Returning to the example, the average of the values of columns 6 and 17 is -17,674.60. The 
amount is negative because it is a profit. For this value to be reduced to -3,440.60 (which is the 
Commodity Margin) there must be a potential loss of 14,234:  
 

Margin Class Potential Future Loss = -3,440.60 - (-17,674.60) = 14,234  
 
And the future potential loss that 1 delta of the Margin Class can suffer would be equal to the 
closing price of the underlying which is 8.89 multiplied by a fluctuation of 15%:  
 

1 delta Potential Future Loss = 15% x 8.89 = 1.33 
 
Therefore: 

Maximum delta to offset = 14,234 / 1.33 = 10,702.26 
 

 
a.3. Obtain the delta to offset 

 
The Class Delta obtained in 5.a.1 and the maximum delta to offset, are compared 
selecting the lowest absolute value, maintaining the sign of the Class Delta. This result 
will be the delta to offset in Inter-Commodity Spreads.  

 
Therefore, the following formula is used: 

 
Delta to offset = Minimum absolute value { Class Delta; Maximum delta  to offset } * Sign of 
Class Delta 

 

 
In the example: 

 
Delta to offset = Minimum absolute value {3,840; 10,702.26} * 1 = 3,840 

 

 
 

b) Select Underlyings to offset 
 
 Using the priority established in the “Initial Margin calculation parameters” Circular. the first 

pair of Underlyings that have offset positions is chosen.  
 
 
c) Calculate the number of spreads 
 
 Next, the number of spreads between both Underlyings is computed. To accomplish that, it 

is necessary to know the Delta Ratio, with the delta of each Underlying needed to form 1 
spread, published in the “Margin calculation parameters” Circular.  
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 Calculations are done using the following formula: 
 

 No. spreads = MinAbsVal {deltaClass  A /delta for 1 spreadClass A ; deltaClass B /delta for 1 
spreadClass B} 

 
 

d) Obtain the consumed delta in spreads and the remaining delta 
 
 The consumed delta and the remaining delta (the delta not consumed in spreads) are 

calculated for each Underlying and will be equal to:  
 
Consumed delta = No. spreads x delta for 1 spread x sign of delta  
Remaining delta = Delta to offset – Consumed delta   

 
 
e) Repeat calculations until there are no more spreads  
 
 Whenever there is still remaining delta to offset, the process continues with the next 

combination of underlyings to offset. The process is repeated until there is no combination 
of underlyings left to offset. 

 

 
To illustrate the offsetting between different underlyings two more Margin Classes are added 
(Classes 2 and 3) to the Margin Class in the above example (which we call Class 1). Let’s 
suppose that the parameters indicated in the “Initial Margin calculation parameters” Circular 
are the ones indicated in the following table: 
 

 

Priority Class A Delta for 1 
spread 

Class B Delta for 1 spread 

1st Class 2  210 Class 3  100,000 

2nd Class 2  160 Class 1  100,000 

3rd Class 3  7,600 Class 1  10,000 

 
and the deltas to offset are: 
 

 Delta to offset 

Class 1 3,840 

Class 2 574.70 

Class 3 -4,214,525.15 

 
In accordance with the order indicated, Margin Classes 2 and 3 will be offset first: 
 

No. spreads = MinAbsVal {574.70 / 210; -4,214,525.15 / 100,000} = 2.73666667 
 

 
Subtracting the delta consumed in the spreads, the remaining delta to offset with other 
underlyings is determined: 
 

 Consumed delta  Remaining Delta (not consumed in 
spreads) 

Class 2 2.73666667 x 210 x 1 = 574.70 574.70 – 574.70 = 0 

Class 3 2.73666667 x 100,000 x -1 = -
273,666.667 

-4,214,525.15- (-273,666.667) = -
3,940,858.48 
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Only Class 3 can continue offsetting: it still has remaining delta and its sign is the opposite to 
the delta of Class 1.  
 
The No. of spreads between Classes 1 and 3, the consumed delta and the remaining delta 
are:  

 
No. spreads = MinAbsVal {3,840 / 10,000; -3,940,858.48 / 7,600} = 0.384 

 

 Consumed delta  Remaining Delta (not consumed in spreads) 

Class 1 0.384 x 10,000 x 1 = 3,840 3,840 – 3,840 = 0 

Class 3 0.384 x 7,600 x -1 = -
2,918.40 

-3,940,858.48- (-0.384 x 7,600 x -1) = -
3,937,940.08 

 
 

 
f) Calculate Inter-commodity Spread Credits 
 

 For each delta consumed in Inter-commodity spreads, the amount to subtract from the 
Commodity Margin is calculated, based on the Margin Credit parameters that are 
specified in the “Initial Margin calculation parameters” Circular 

 
- If the Margin Credit is a percentage, the Credit for 1 consumed delta is equal to:  

 
Margin Credit x Margin for 1 delta 

 
Where:  

Margin for 1 delta = 1 delta Potential Future Loss (as obtained in 5.a.2) 
 

- If the Margin Credit is expressed in monetary units, the Credit for 1 consumed delta is 
equal to the Margin Credit. 

 
Then, the Credit for spreads will be obtained using the following formula:  

 
Credit for spreads = Absolute value (Delta consumed in spreads) * Credit for 1 delta 

 
 
g) Obtain Final Commodity Margin for each Margin Class 

 
 Inter-commodity Spreads Credit is subtracted from the Commodity Margin, obtaining a 

Final Commodity Margin for each Margin Class. 
 

 
In the example, we assume that the Margin Credit is 60% for spreads between Classes 2 and 3 
and 55% for spreads formed with Classes 1 and 3. Let’s suppose that the margin for 1 delta of 
Class 2 is equal to 600 and for 1 delta of Class 3 is 1.63. The credits for spreads are shown in the 
following table: 
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Underlying Offset 
against 

Consumed 
Delta 

Margin
Credit 

Margin 
for 1 delta 

Credit 
for spreads 

Class 2 Class 3 574.70 60% 600 206,892.00 

Class 3 Class 2 -
273,666.667 

60% 1.63 267,646.00 

Class 1 Class 3 3,840 55% 1.33 2,808.96 

Class 3 Class 1 -2,918.40 55% 1.63 2,616.35 

 
 

Let’s suppose that for Classes 2 and 3 the Commodity Margin is 751,128 and 9,599,676 
respectively. Then the Final Commodity Margin for each Margin Class will be: 

 

 
Commodity Margin (prior 

to inter-commodity 
spreads 

Credit for spreads 
Final 

Commodity 
Margin 

Class 1 -2,723.20 2,808.96 -5,532.16 

Class 2 751,128 206,892 544,236 

Class 3 9,599,676 
267,646 + 
2,616.35 

9,329,413.65 

 

 
6.- Determination of the Initial Margin at the Margin Account level. 
 

The “Initial Margin calculation parameters” Circular establishes the Margin Classes where margins 
are calculated jointly.  
 
The Final Commodity Margins of the different Margin Classes are added, offsetting positive 
and negative values. The final value obtained corresponds to the Margin to be posted. 
 
If that result is negative, the Margin to be posted would be zero. 
 

 
In the example, the result of Margin Class 1 is used as credit to reduce the margin required for 
Margin Classes 2 and 3. The Margin obtained is Euro 9,868,142.49: 
 

Class 1 -5,532.16 

Class 2 544,236.00 

Class 3 9,329,413.65 

Initial Margin: 9,868,117.49 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATION METHOD USED FOR FUTURES FX ROLLING 

SPOT CONTRACTS. 
 
BME CLEARING requires each Clearing Member to update its Initial Margin on a daily basis. 
 
The calculation of the Initial Margin (IM) that BME CLEARING requires for open positions on FX 
Rolling Spot Futures contracts is explained here below: 
 
The Initial Margin consists of the following: 
 

1. Base IM Calculation 
2. IM Floor 
3. IM Buffer 
4. Solvency Multiplier 
5. Adjustment for position size 
 

1. Base IM Calculation 
 
The Base IM is calculated as the highest value obtained from using the Historical VaR (Value-at-
Risk) method and the Expected Shortfall (ES) method. These methods entail calculating the 
maximum expected loss on a portfolio over a specific time horizon, assuming a certain confidence 
level. 
 
The historic data to be used on the basis of spot and forward prices for each currency pair are 
shown under the Number of sessions to use, as defined in the “Margin Calculation Parameters” 
Circular. One figure per scenario will be available for each of the spot and forward prices for each 
currency pair.  
 
1.1. Historical Value at Risk (VaR) method to calculate IM 
 
The algorithm for calculating the IM using the Historical VaR (HVaR) method comprises the 
following sections: 
 
 
1.1.1. Creation of returns series for each spot and forward prices in the quoted currency 
 
On the basis of a historic chart of spot and forward prices for each currency pair and the Number 
of sessions to use, the relative variation is calculated for each spot and forward points on each 
currency pair between “t” date and date “t minus MPOR”, where MPOR, equal 2, is the parameter 
defined in the “Margin Calculation Parameters” Circular. The variation is expressed in percentage. 
 
The return for each spot price and for each currency pair between period “t-2” and period “t-1” 
expressed in the quoted currency is calculated as: 
 

R1 Pct,y
xy

=
Pct−1

xy
− Pct−2

xy

Pct−2
xy  

Where: 
 

• R1 Pct,y
xy

: Spot price return on the “xy” currency pair at date “t” for the period “t-2” and “t-

1”, expressed in percentage, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted 

currency. 

• Pct−1
xy

: Spot price on the “xy” currency pair on date “t-1”, where “x” is the base currency 
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and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Pct−2
xy

: Spot price on the “xy” currency pair on date “t-2”, where “x” is the base currency 

and “y” is the quoted currency. 

 
Similarly, the return for each spot price on each currency pair between the period “t” and period "t-
MPOR" expressed in the quoted currency is calculated as: 
 

R2 Pct,y
xy

=
Pct

xy
− Pct−2

xy

Pct−2
xy  

Where: 
 

• R2 Pct,y
xy

: Spot price return on the “xy” currency pair at date “t” for the period “t-2” and 

“t”, expressed in percentage, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted 

currency. 

• Pct
xy

: Spot price on the “xy” currency pair on date “t”, where “x” is the base currency 

and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Pct−2
xy

: Spot price on the “xy” currency pair on date “t-2”, where “x” is the base currency 

and “y” is the quoted currency. 

 
The forward points on each currency pair in period “t” expressed in the quoted currency are 
calculated as: 
 

PtsFwdt
xy

= Fwdt
xy

− Pct
xy

  
 
Where: 
 

• PtsFwdt
xy

: Forward points on the “xy” currency pair on date “t”, where “x” is the base 

currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Pct
xy

: Spot price on the “xy” currency pair on date “t”, where “x” is the base currency 

and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Fwdt
xy

: Forward price on the “xy” currency pair on date “t”, where “x” is the base 

currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

 

The absolute change for the forward points on each currency pair between period “t-2” and “t-1” 
expressed in the quoted currency is calculated as: 
 

R1 PtsFwdt,y
xy

= PtsFwdt
xy

− PtsFwdt−1
xy

 

 
 
Where: 

 

• R1 PtsFwdt,y
xy

: Forward points absolute return on the “xy” currency pair at date “t”, 

expressed in percentage, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• PtsFwdt
xy

: Forward points on the “xy” currency pair on date “t-1”, where “x” is the base 
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currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• PtsFwdt−1
xy

: Forward points on the “xy” currency pair on date “t-2”, where “x” is the base 

currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

 
1.1.2. Creation of a returns modified series for each spot and forward price in the quoted 

currency 
 
Once the returns series for spot and forward points are obtained for each currency pair in the 
previous step, modified spot and forward prices are calculated for each scenario. 
 
The modified spot prices for each scenario “t” are calculated as: 
 

Pcmodified1,t
xy

= Pc0
xy

· (1 + R1 Pct,y
xy

) 

 
Where: 

 

• Pcmodified1,t
xy

: Modified spot price with returns on the “xy” currency pair on date “t”, where 

“x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Pc0
xy

: Spot reference price on the “xy” currency pair today, where “x” is the base 

currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• R1 Pct,y
xy

: Spot price return on the “xy” currency pair at date “t” for the period “t-2” and “t-

1”, expressed in percentage, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted 

currency. 

 

Equivalently, modified spot prices with time horizon “MPOR”, for each scenario “t” are calculated 

as: 

 

Pcmodified2,t
xy

= Pc0
xy

· (1 + R2 Pct,y
xy

) 

 
Where: 

 

• Pcmodified2,t
xy

: Modified spot price with returns on the “xy” currency pair on date “t”, where 

“x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Pc0
xy

: Spot reference price on the “xy” currency pair today, where “x” is the base 

currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• R2 Pct,y
xy

: Spot price return on the “xy” currency pair at date “t” for the period “t-2” and 

“t”, expressed in percentage, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted 

currency. 
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Finally, modified Forward Prices with time horizon “t-2” and “t-1” for each “t” scenario are calculated 
as: 
 

Fwdmodified,t
xy

= Pcmodified1,t
xy

+ [PtsFwd0
xy

+ R1 PtsFwdt,y
xy

] 

 
Where: 
 

• Fwdmodified1,t
xy

: Modified forward price, on the “xy” currency pair on date “t”, where “x” is 

the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Pcmodified1,t
xy

: Modified spot price with returns on the “xy” currency pair on date “t”, where 

“x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• PtsFwd0
xy

: Forward reference points on the “xy” currency pair today, where “x” is the 

base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• R1 PtsFwdt,y
xy

: Forward points absolute return on the “xy” currency pair at date “t”, 

expressed in percentage, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

 

 
1.1.3. Creation of a returns series of FX Rolling Spot Futures Contracts in Euros 
 
On the basis of spot prices and forward prices for each currency pair and the Number of sessions 
to use, the relative variation is calculated for each FX Rolling Spot Futures contract for each 
currency pair between today and the date “MPOR”. The variation is expressed in percentage and 
it is multiplied by the Risk Factor Buffer, defined in Margin Calculation Parameters circular. 
 
The return for each Rolling Spot Futures contract for each currency pair in each “t” scenario is: 

 

 Rt,EUR
xy

 = R1,EUR
xy

+ R2,EUR
xy

 

 
a) If Euro is neither the base currency “x” nor the quoted currency “y”   

 
For i = 1 
 

R1,EUR
xy

=

(
Pcmodified1,t

xy
− Pc0

xy

Pc
modified1,t
EURy −

Fwdmodified,t
xy

− Pcmodified1,t
xy

Pc
modified1,t
EURy )

Pc0
xy

Pc0
EURy

· Risk Factor Bufferxy 

 
For i = 2 

R2,EUR
xy

=

(
Pcmodified2,t

xy
− Pcmodified1,t

xy

Pc
modified2,t
EURy )

Pc0
xy

Pc0
EURy

· Risk Factor Bufferxy 

 
  
b) If Euro is the base currency “x” 
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For i = 1 
 

R1,EUR
xy

= (
Pcmodified1,t

xy
− Pc0

xy

Pc
modified1,t
EURy −

Fwdmodified,t
xy

− Pcmodified1,t
xy

Pc
modified1,t
EURy ) · Risk Factor Bufferxy 

 
For i = 2 

R2,EUR
xy

= (
Pcmodified2,t

xy
− Pcmodified1,t

xy

Pc
modified2,t
EURy ) · Risk Factor Bufferxy 

 
c) If Euro is the quoted currency “y” 
 

 
For i = 1 
  

R1,EUR
xy

= (Pcmodified1,t
xy

− Pc0
xy

− (Fwdmodified,t
xy

− Pcmodified1,t
xy

)) /Pc0
xy

· Risk Factor Bufferxy 

 
 
For i = 2 
 

R2,EUR
xy

= (Pcmodified2,t
xy

− Pcmodified1,t
xy

)/Pc0
xy

· Risk Factor Bufferxy 

 
Where: 

 

• Pc0
xy

: Spot reference price on the “xy” currency pair today, where “x” is the base 

currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Fwdt0
xy

: Forward reference price on the “xy” currency pair today, where “x” is the base 

currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Pcmodified1,t
xy

: Modified spot price with returns, calculated in section 1.1.2, on the “xy” 

currency pair on date “t”, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Fwdmodified1,t
xy

: Modified forward price, calculated in section 1.1.2, on the “xy” currency 

pair on date “t”, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Pcmodified2,t
xy

: Modified spot price with returns calculated in section 1.1.2, on the “xy” 

currency pair on date “t”, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• Risk Factor Bufferxy: Multiplier factor established for a Rolling Spot Futures contract on 

the “xy” currency pair.  

 

A historical series of the last ‘Number of Sessions to use less MPOR’ is obtained, corresponding 
to the returns for a Rolling Spot Futures contract on a currency pair, where all data is of equal 
weight, irrespective of the time of occurrence. 
 
1.1.4. Calculation of Variation Margin in historical scenarios 
 
Based on the return series calculated in the previous step, the variation margin of the portfolio of 
each Account and for each of the Analyzed Scenarios is obtained. That is, the variation margin is 
calculated for each “i” scenario, in Euros, for each Rolling Spot Futures contract on the currency 
pair “xy”, according to their corresponding returns series, nominal of the contract and open position. 
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The variation margin for each Rolling Spot Futures contract on each “xy” currency pair is then 
added: 
 

P&Lt,EUR
account = ∑ (Pc0

xy
· Rt,EUR

xy
· Signxy · Volumexy ·  Nominalxy)/𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝐸𝑈𝑅𝑦, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡

𝑛

𝑥𝑦=1

= 1, … , 2520 
Where: 
 

• n: Number of currency pair “xy” in an account. 

• Pc0
xy

: Spot reference price on the “xy” currency pair. 

• Rt,EUR
xy

: Rolling Spot Futures contract return on the “xy” currency pair for scenario “t” (t = 

1,…, 2520), expressed in Euros. 

• Signxy: Indicates whether the open position of the specific contract is a long or a short 

position.  

• Volumexy: Number of contracts in the open position for the “xy” currency pair.  

• Nominalxy: Nominal of the contract expressed in the base currency (x) for the “xy” currency 

pair.  

 

1.1.5. Calculation of VaR 
 

Historical VaR is a risk measure that quantifies the maximum expected loss of a portfolio over a 
specific time horizon under a confidence level. 
 
Lastly, Historical VaR is calculated with the Confidence Level of the Historical VaR stipulated in 
the “Margin Calculation Parameters” Circular. Using this confidence level, the Worst-case 
scenario with the confidence level of the Historical VaR is obtained.  
 
1.2. Expected Shortfall (ES) method for calculating IM 
 
The algorithm for calculating the IM using the Expected Shortfall method comprises the following 
steps: 
 
1.2.1. Creation of a returns chart for each spot and forward price in the quoted currency 
 
The returns chart in the ES method is calculated in the same way as in section 1.1.1. 
 
1.2.2. Adjustment of returns to actual volatility for Rolling Spot Futures contracts 
 
The historical volatility of the returns chart is calculated, obtaining a volatility figure for each spot 
price and another volatility figure for each forward point, on each currency pair and for each of the 
scenarios previously obtained.  
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Historical volatility, σ, is calculated with the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) 
method: 
 

• EWMA is a recursive method that places different weights on each observation, assigning 
greater weight to more recent observations. 
 

• This weight is determined using a Decay Factor, represented by the Greek letter lambda 
(λ). 

 

• BME CLEARING will use a Decay Factor for each currency pair, Spot and Forward Points, 
set out in the “Margin Calculation Parameters” Circular. 

 
The resulting volatility is obtained from: i) the volatility calculated on the previous business day 
weighted by λ𝑥𝑦; and ii) the corresponding return on the calculation date weighted by 1-λ𝑥𝑦, as 

follows: 
 
Spot price volatility: 
 

σ Pc t,y
xy

=  √λ𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡 𝑥𝑦(σ Pc t−1,y
xy

)2 + (1 − λ𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡 𝑥𝑦)(R1 Pct,y
xy

)2 

 
Where: 
 

• σ Pct,y
xy

: Spot price standard deviation on the “xy” currency pair at date “t”, where “x” is the 

base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• (σ Pct−1,y
xy

)2: Spot price variance on the “xy” currency pair at date “t-1”, where “x” is the 

base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• (R1 Pct,y
xy

)2: Squared Spot price return, calculated in section 1.1.1., on the “xy” currency 

pair at date “t”, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• λ𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡 𝑥𝑦: Spot Decay Factor on the “xy” currency pair. 

 
 
Forward points volatility: 

 

σ PtsFwd t,y
xy

=  √λ𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐹𝑤𝑑 𝑥𝑦  (σ PtsFwd t−1,y
xy

)2 + (1 − λ𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐹𝑤𝑑 𝑥𝑦)(R1 PtsFwdt,y
xy

)2 

 
Where: 

• σ PtsFwdt,y
xy

: Forward points standard deviation on the “xy” currency pair at date “t”, where 

“x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• (σ PtsFwdt−1,y
xy

)2: Forward points variance on the “xy” currency pair at date “t-1”, where “x” 

is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• (R1 PtsFwdt,y
xy

)2: Squared Forward points return, calculated in section 1.1.1., on the “xy” 

currency pair, for date “t”, where “x” is the base currency and “y” is the quoted currency. 

• λ𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐹𝑤𝑑 𝑥𝑦: Forward points Decay Factor on the “xy” currency pair. 
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Volatility for the oldest scenario of the spot price is calculated differently, as there is no reference 
to past values. Exceptionally, it is calculated as: 
 

σ Pc oldest scenario,y
xy

=  max(σ R1  time horizon,y
xy

, 0.005%) 

 

Where   σ R1  time horizon,y
xy

 is the historical volatility of the 1 day price returns of the “xy” currency 

pair with a time horizon of 2520 days. 
 
The same formula is applied to calculate the volatility for the forward points on each currency pair: 
 

σ PtsFwdoldest scenario,y
xy

= max(𝜎 R1 PtsFwdtime horizon ,y
xy

, 0.005%) 

 

Where 𝜎 R1 PtsFwdtime horizon ,y
xy

 is the historical volatility of the absolute forward points returns 

(R1 PtsFwdt,y
xy

) of the “xy” currency pair with a time horizon of 2520 days. 

 
In order to reduce noise and mitigate unwarranted fluctuations in margins, forecasted volatility is 
averaged over a short look-back horizon. A short period of 10 days is employed in order to maintain 
the desired reactiveness of the EWMA based volatility forecasting model.  
  

𝜎𝑡
∗ =  𝜎𝑡−1

∗ +  𝛿 ∗ (𝜎𝑡 − 𝜎𝑡−1
∗ )  

 

• 𝜎𝑡
∗ is the smoothed volatility at time t. 

• 𝜎𝑡−1
∗  is the smoothed volatility at time t-1. 

• 𝜎𝑡 is the EWMA volatility at time t 

• 𝜎0
∗ =  𝜎0 

• 𝜎0
∗ is the oldest scenario that corresponds to the historical volatility  

• 𝛿 is the smoothing parameter defined as 
2

𝑁+1
 where N = number of days. In our case this 

parameter is set to 10. 
 
For intraday calculations the closing data from the previous session is used. 

 
1.2.3. Creation of a scaled returns chart for spot and forward prices 
 
The scenario table obtained in 1.2.1 for each spot and forward points with time horizons "MPOR-
1" and "MPOR" are scaled with the corresponding volatilities obtained in 1.2.2 for each “xy” 
currency pair. 
 
For spot price, the calculation is defined as: 

R1 Pct,y,scaled
xy

= R1 Pct,y
xy

σ Pc 0,y
xy

σ Pc t,y
xy + 1

2
  

 
Where: 
 

• R1 Pct,y,scaled
xy

: Spot price return on the “xy” currency pair scaled to volatility at date “t”, 

expressed in percentage.  

• R1 Pct,y
xy

: Spot price return, calculated in section 1.1.1, on the “xy” currency pair at date “t”, 

expressed in percentage. 

• σ Pc0,y
xy: Spot reference price volatility, calculated in section 1.2.2., of the “xy” currency 

pair at date “t0”=today. 
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• σ Pct,y
xy: Spot price volatility, calculated in section 1.2.2., of the “xy” currency pair at date 

“t”. 

From these returns of the spot price for a time horizon “MPOR-1”, the returns of the spot price for 

a time horizon “MPOR” are obtained as: 

 

R2 Pct,y,scaled
xy

= (1 + R1 Pct−1,y,scaled
xy

) · (1 + R1 Pct,y,scaled
xy

) − 1 

 

• R2 Pct,y,scaled
xy

: Spot price return with a time horizon “MPOR” on the “xy” currency pair scaled 

to volatility at date “t”, expressed in percentage. 

• R1 Pct−1,y,scaled
xy

: Spot price return on the “xy” currency pair scaled to volatility at date “t-1”, 

expressed in percentage. 

• R1 Pct,y,scaled
xy

: Spot price return on the “xy” currency pair scaled to volatility at date “t”, 

expressed in percentage. 

For the forward points, the calculation is defined as: 

R1 PtsFwdt,y,scaled
xy

= R1 PtsFwdt,y
xy

σ PtsFwd0,y
xy

σ PtsFwdt,y
xy + 1

2
  

 
Where: 
 

• R1 PtsFwdt,y,scaled
xy

: Forward points return on “xy” currency pair scaled to volatility at date “t”, 

expressed in percentage. 

• R1 PtsFwdt,y
xy

: Forward points return, calculated in section 1.1.1., on “xy” currency pair at 

date “t”, expressed in percentage. 

• σ PtsFwd0,y
xy

: Forward reference points volatility on “xy” currency pair at date “t0”=today. 

• σ PtsFwdt,y
xy

: Forward points volatility, calculated in section 1.2.2., on “xy” currency pair at 

date “t”. 

For intraday calculations the closing data from the previous session is used. 
 
 
1.2.4. Creation of chart for each modified spot and forward prices in the quoted currency 
 
Once the modified returns for each spot and forward points and for each currency pair are obtained 
in the previous section, the modified spot and forward prices for each currency pair and for each 
scenario are calculated the same way as described in section 1.1.2. 
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1.2.5. Creation of scaled returns chart for Rolling Spot Futures contracts in Euros 
 
The returns chart with the Expected Shortfall (ES) method is calculated the same way as described 
in section 1.1.3.  
 
1.2.6. Calculation of the Variation Margin in historical scenarios  
 
The calculation of the variation margin is identical to that carried out in section 1.1.4. It should be 
noted, however, that although the algorithm and the formulae are the same as in section 1.1.2., in 
this case the returns used are the scaled returns calculated in 1.2.4. (Instead of the returns 
calculated in 1.1.1. used in 1.1.2.). For this reason, the worst-case scenarios under this method do 
not necessarily coincide with the worst-case scenarios in the other method.  
 
1.2.7. Expected Shortfall (ES) calculation 
 
Once the variation margin for each account and scenario has been calculated, the Largest-loss 
scenario is calculated, as defined in the “Margin Calculation Parameters” Circular and these are 
averaged to obtain the Expected Shortfall. 
 
1.3. Final Base IM Calculation 
 
The value of the Base IM for each account is the highest of the values obtained in sections 1.1.5. 
(Historical VaR) and 1.2.7. (Expected Shortfall). 
 
2. IM Floor 

 
Where the Initial Margin is calculated to limit margin offsets, BME CLEARING applies a floor in its 
model of up to 80%, according to Article 27.4 of Delegated Regulation (EU) 153/2013. The 
minimum initial margin of the portfolio shall be 20% of the sum of the initial margin for each currency 
pair, excluding the existence of any arbitrage strategy between currency pair positions in the 
portfolio analyzed. For more details refer to annex 4  
 
The value of the floor is calculated as follows: 
 

• Calculate the IM Base for each currency pair, calculated in the same way as in section II.1. 
of the Procedure for Margin Calculation Circular for the Financial Derivatives segment. 

 

• Add the 20% of the IM Base for each currency pair. This amount is the minimum initial 
margin required by BME CLEARING. 

 
 
3. IM Buffer 
 
The highest of the values obtained in sections 1.3. (Final Base IM) and 2. (IM Floor) is multiplied 
by the IM Buffer defined in the “Margin Calculation Parameters” Circular. 
 
 
4. Solvency Multiplier  
 
The Solvency Multiplier is a multiplication factor to be applied to the IM obtained in section 3 in all 
the margin Accounts of the analysed Member. This multiplier is determined on the basis of the 
solvency level granted by BME CLEARING to the specific Member. BME CLEARING sets the 
Solvency Multiplier in the Circular “Parameters for calculation of Initial Margin”. 
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5. IM adjustment for position size 
 
The adjustment on the IM for position size is made when it is possible that the market will encounter 
difficulties to absorb trades when closing out the position of a Member in default. The adjustment 
is quantified as follows: 
 
5.1. Market capacity and illiquidity surcharge in pips 

 
BME CLEARING will estimate the standard volume that the market can absorb under normal 
conditions in each Rolling Spot Futures contract on each currency pair. At the same, it will be 
estimated the surcharge that would be involved in closing out multiples of volumes X times greater 
than those of the standard volume (e.g. the pips that it would cost to close out 5 times (x 5) the 
maximum contracts that can be absorbed by the market for a Rolling Spot Futures contract on a 
specific currency pair). 

 
5.2. Calculation of the illiquidity surcharge for each currency pair analysed 

 
From the Market capacity and illiquidity surcharge table, as defined in the “Margin Calculation 
Parameters” Circular, the illiquidity surcharge for each currency pair analysed is calculated. 
 
The adjustment for the illiquidity surcharge on the volume of the position to be closed out in any 
“xy” currency pair is calculated through a linear interpolation between the applicable tranches of 
such table. For example, if the volume of the closing trade of a “xy” currency pair is 3.40 times the 
standard number of contracts defined in the table, the multiplier will be the result of the linear 
interpolation between the multiplier of the amount x2 and the multiplier of the amount x5, according 
to the following formula: 

Surchargexy,n = (PBxy,n + (Position𝑥𝑦 − Volumexy,n) ·
PBxy,n+1 − PBxy,n

Volumexy,n+1 − Volumexy,n
) 

 
Where: 
 

• Surchargexy,n: Surcharge for closing out a “xy” currency pair position. 

• PBxy,n: Surcharge for a volume n times the market maximum on a “xy” currency pair. 

• PBxy,n+1: Surcharge for a volume n+1 times the market maximum on a “xy” currency pair. 

• Position𝑥𝑦: Volume of the open position on a “xy” currency pair. 

• Volumexy,n: Volume n times the market maximum on a “xy” currency pair. 

• Volumexy,n+1: Volume n+1 times the market maximum on a “xy” currency pair. 

 

 

 
 
5.3.  Amount of the Position size adjustment 
 
The position size adjustment is calculated by multiplying the volume of the open position contracts 
by its corresponding nominal expressed in euros and by the illiquidity surcharge in euros for each 
analysed currency pair (obtained in 2.2.).   
 
 
6. Final Initial Margin amount 

 
For each account, the final Initial Margin amount will be: 
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IM by accounti

= max(max(HistoricalVaR, Expected Shortfall), IM Floor) x IMBuffer x SolvencyMultiplier
+  Position size adjustment 

 
 
III. CALCULATION OF THE INITIAL MARGIN FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF ACCOUNT. 
 

Calculation of the Initial Margin for an Individual Client Account or a Proprietary Account 
 

The total of all long and short positions in each contract will be aggregated to calculate the 
net position for the set of sub-accounts belonging to the same Margin Account. 

 
Calculation of the Initial Margin for an Account with Segregated Clients 
 

In order to calculate the Initial Margins, the net position of this Account will be calculated. 
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ANNEX 1 
 

BLACK OPTION PRICING MODEL  
 
 
The Black Option Pricing Model (1976) is used for valuing options on futures, which consists of the 
following formulas: 
 

C = Fe-rt N (D) - Ee-rt N (D - v t) 

P = - Fe-rt N (- D) + Ee-rt N (v t - D) 
 

 
Where:  

D = 
( )

2

tv

tv

EFLn
+  

 
C = Theoretical value of a call option 
P = Theoretical value of a put option 
F = Underlying price (in this case a futures price, quoted or theoretical) 
E = Strike price of the option 
t  = Days to expiration / Days in the year (365 if the annualised period is more than 365 days, and 

360 days otherwise) 
v = Volatility (annualised and expressed as a percentage) 
r = Interest rate 
e = Natural logarithm 

  
To calculate N (x), the normal cumulative distribution function, the following polynomial 
approximation is used: 
 

For x  0: N (x) = 1 - N ' (x) (0.4361836 k - 0.1201676 k
2 + 0.9372980 k

3
) 

For x < 0: N (x) = N ' (x) (0.4361836 k - 0.1201676 k
2
 + 0.9372980 k

3
) 

 
 

Where:  

k = 
( )x33267.01

1

+
 

 

 N'(x) = The normal distribution curve 
2

2

2

1 x

e
−

=


 

 
 
Calculation of delta 
 
The Delta is calculated as follows: 
 
Delta call = e-rt  N (D) 
Delta put = - e-rt   N (-D) 
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ANNEX 2  
 

BINOMIAL OPTION PRICING MODEL 
 

 
The model used is that of Cox, Ross and Rubinstein (1979) for pricing American stock options with 
shares that pay dividends. The method is based on the construction of binomial trees.  
 
Given a specified number of time steps (minimum 50 steps) and starting from the initial price of the 
underlying, it is considered that in passing from one step to another the underlying can have two 
prices: an increased by a factor “u”, or a decreased by a factor “d”. The prices of the underlying are 
adjusted for estimated dividends. 
 
From the underlying tree, two trees are constructed for call and put options, in the opposite direction 
to the underlying tree: the starting point is the last step, which corresponds to the expiration of the 
option, working back in time to the present moment.  
 
Therefore, starting from the option price at expiration, we move backwards in time, valuing in each 
node of the option tree the possibility of waiting till expiration or exercising the option early. Of the 
two alternatives, the one with the highest value is chosen and the other is discarded. This process 
is repeated successively until the initial moment is reached, in which the option value is obtained..   
 
1.- Construction of the Underlying tree 
 
The price of the underlying in each node can be obtained using the following formula:  
 

Ui j =  U’0  uj  di-j + Di 
Where: 
 
Ui j = Price of the underlying at each node ij 
 
U’0 = price of the underlying at the time of valuation having discounted the current value of the 
dividends due between the valuation date and the option expiration date. It is also defined using 
the following formula: 
 
u” and “d” are the factors of up and down movements, respectively 
 
i = {0, 1, 2, ….50} is the time step number (by default the number of steps is 50, unless the “Initial 
Margin calculation parameters” Circular specifies another value)  
 
j = {0, 1, 2,  ….i} is the number of up movements 
 
Di is the value in time step “i” of all the dividends that are due to be paid, between the dates of 
said step and the expiration date 
 

U’0 = U0 -  Dividend  e  -r  Days to Dividend  / Days in Year 
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Where: 
 
U0 = underlying price at the valuation date 

 = {1, 2, .... estimated No. dividends}  
e = Natural logarithm  
r  = Interest rate 

Days to Dividend= days between the valuation date and the date of the dividend payment  
Days in Year = 365 if the annualised period is greater than 365 days, and 360 days otherwise 
 

u =  
Periods.No/)YearinDays/ExpirationtoDays(Volatilitye  

Days to expiration = days between valuation date and the expiration date of the option 
d = 1 / u 

Di =  Dividend  e -r (Days to Dividend  - i  Days to Expiration / No. Steps) / Days in Year 
 
 
2.- Construction of the option trees (Call and Put) 
 
The value of the Call and Put options will depend on the time step in which we find ourselves and 
the number of days till expiration:  
 
2.1.- In the last time step of the option tree (on the expiration date), the values will be: 
   

CVj = Max. (0 ; UVj – K) for the Call option 
PVj = Max. (0 ; K - UVj) for the Put option 

 
Where: 
CV j  = Value of the call option at expiration with “j” up movements 
PV j  = Value of the put option at expiration with “j” up movements 
UV j  = Price of the underlying at expiration with “j”  up movements 
K = Strike price of the option 

 
 
2.2.- For any other time step, the value of one or another option will be determined using the 
following formula: 
 

Ci j = Max. (p Ci+1 j+1 + q C i+1 j)  e – r  (Days to Expiration / Days in Year) / No. Steps ; Ui j  - K   

Pi j = Max. (p Ci+1 j+1 + q C i+1 j)  e – r   (Days to Expiration / Days in Year) / No. Steps ; K - Ui j   
 
Where: 
Ci j = Value of the call option in time step “i” with “j” up movements 
Pi j  = Value of the put option in time step “i” with “j” up movements 
K = Strike price of the option 
p (up movement probability) = (e r  ( Days to Expiration / Days in Year) / No. Steps - d) / (u – d) 
q (down movement probability) = 1-p 

 
The value of the call option on the valuation date will be C00 and the put option will be P00 
 
 
3.- Calculation of the delta 
 
The deltas will be calculated as follows: 
 

Call Delta =  (C11 – C10) / (U11 – U10) 
Put Delta =  (P11 – P10) / (U11 – U10)  
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ANNEX 3 

 
BLACK AND SCHOLES OPTION PRICING MODEL  

 
The Black and Scholes options pricing model is used to price European stock options and it uses 
the following formulae: 
 

C = (S-l) N (D) - Ee-rt N (D - v t) 

P = -(S-l) N (- D) + Ee-rt N (v t - D) 
 
 

Where,  D =  

 
C = Theoretical value of a call option 
P = Theoretical value of a put option 
S = Underlying price (in this case, the cash price) 
l = Current value of dividends  
E = Strike price of the option 
t  = Days to Expiration / Days in the year 365 if the annualised period is greater than 365 days, and 
360 days otherwise) 
v = Volatility (annualised and expressed as a percentage) 
r = Interest rate 
e = Natural logarithm 
 

  
To calculate N (x), the normal cumulative distribution function, the following polynomial 
approximation is used: 
 

For x  0: N (x) = 1 - N ' (x) (0.4361836 k - 0.1201676 k
2 + 0.9372980 k

3
) 

For x < 0: N (x) = N ' (x) (0.4361836 k - 0.1201676 k
2
 + 0.9372980 k

3
) 

 

Where,  k = 
( )x33267,01

1

+
 

 

 N'(x) = The normal distribution curve 
2

2

2

1 x

e
−

=


 

 
 
Calculation of the delta 
 
The delta is calculated as follows: 
 
Delta call = e-rt  N (D) 
Delta put = - e-rt   N (-D) 
  

( )
2

e-rt tv

tv

EISLn
+

−
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ANNEX 4 
 

PROCEDURE FOR DETECTING FX ARBITRAGE STRATEGIES 
 

The following appendix explains in detail how BME CLEARING identifies possible FX arbitrages 
strategies in a portfolio. 
 
At first, it is defined: 
 

- The set of currency pairs that form the portfolio: 𝐶 = {(𝑥1, 𝑦1), (𝑥2, 𝑦2), … , (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛)}, where 
𝑋 = {𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛} are the base currencies and 𝑌 = {𝑦1, … , 𝑦𝑛} the quoted currencies. 
 

- The set of notional in euros for each currency pair: 𝑁 = {𝑁1, … , 𝑁𝑛}. 
 

- The open positions for each currency pair: 𝐷 = {𝑑1, … , 𝑑𝑛}, where 𝑑𝑖 is a binary element 
that can be a long (“L”) or a short (“S”) position. 

 
The algorithm is explained under the following steps: 
 
Step 0: Normalize all currency pair portfolio positions to long positions. Every currency pair (xi, yi) ∈
C such that di = S is permuted to (yi, xi), i.e., the base currency becomes the quoted currency and 
vice versa.  
 
Step 1: Descending order by Cash in € all currency pairs portfolio positions. 
 
Step 2: The objective is to identify all currency pair chains that form currency pair arbitrage 
strategies within the portfolio. 
 
2.1 At first, the currency pair position with the highest position and its quoted currency is selected. 

 
2.2 Find the currency pair positions, in the rest of the portfolio, which base currency matches the 

quoted currency previously selected in 2.1.  

 
2.2.1 If there is no match, the process has finished. Go to 2.1 with other currency pairs within 

the portfolio. 

 
2.2.2 If there is a match, select the quoted currency of the position matched and find the 

currency pair positions in the rest of the portfolio, which base currency matches the 

quoted currency selected.  

 
2.3 Repeat the process 2.2.2, until the quoted currency obtained during the process matches with 

the base currency selected in step 2.1. 

 
2.4 Select the chain of currency pairs obtained in 2.3 where the quoted currency of the last currency 

pair of the chain matches with the base currency obtained in 2.1. 

 
2.5 Select the minimum position of all currency pair components of the chain obtained in 2.4 and 

reduce the positions of all involved positions by that minimum amount. 

 
2.6 Repeat process, step 1, taking into account the new cash in € obtained in 2.5. 
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ANNEX 5 
 

CONTRACTS SUBJECT TO A REGULATORY RESTRICTIONS FRAMEWORK 
 

With the entry into force of the xRolling Stocks contracts, the margin calculation criteria can be 
chosen at the margin account level: 
 

- Institutional criteria. No regulatory restrictions apply. 
 

- Retail criteria. Regulatory restrictions apply exclusively to xRolling Stocks contracts. 
 

Changes in parametrization have been introduced to implement the additional calculations for the 
Retail criteria: 
 

- For each underlying there will be two Margin Class Codes (CVALARRAYS file):  
o MCInst. Employed for Institutional calculations, by applying BME CLEARING’s 

calculation margin parameter. 
o MCRetail. Employed for Retail calculation, by applying a margin parameter with 

regulatory restrictions.  
 

- For each contract, in addition to the existing MC1, a new Clearing Code MC2 is created 
(CCONTRACTS file): 

o For Futures and Options contracts, MC1 = MC2 = MCInst 
o For xRolling Stocks contracts, MC1 = MCInst and MC2 = MCRetail, MC1 ≠ MC2 

 
With this set up, initial margin at the margin account level with the institutional calculation criteria, 
or not including xRolling contracts, is not affected by regulatory restrictions. 
 
Margins at the Margin Account level: 
 
Three calculation components will be performed: 
 

(1)  BME CLEARING Initial Margin 
 

The same method described in section I of this Circular applies to the joint position of 
xRolling Stocks contracts and any other position related to financial derivatives. For each 
contract, both the Margin Class code and the margin parameter employed are obtained 
from the Institutional Code MC1 = MCInst. Margin offsetting shall be applied between 
different underlyings, as described in section I.5 of this Circular. 

 
(2)  BME CLEARING Initial Margin excluding xRolling Stocks contracts 

 
The same method described in (1) above is applied, excluding those positions in xRolling 
Stocks contracts. For each contract, both the Margin Class code and the margin 
parameter employed are obtained from the Retail Code MC2 = MCInst for each contract. 

 
(3)  Initial Margin for xRolling Stocks subject to regulatory restrictions 
 

Calculation of Initial margin required from retail clients for their positions in xRolling Stocks 
contracts exclusively. 
 
The same method described in section I of this Circular is applied, exclusively for the 
positions in xRolling stocks contracts. For each contract, both the Margin Class code and 
margin parameter are obtained from the Retail Code MC2 = MCRetail. In this case, no 
margin offsetting will be applied (no offsetting between MCRetail Retail Margin Classes). 
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The margins at margin account level are only shown (in the CACCOUNTSETTL file) for the criteria 
chosen at the margins account level: 
 

- Institutional criteria: Initial Margin corresponding to the calculation component (1). 
- Retail criteria: Initial Margin corresponding to the sum of the calculation components (2) and 

(3). 
 
Margins at the Margin Class level: 
 
BME CLEARING will provide at Margin Class level (in the CINIMARGINCALC file) the Initial Margin 
breakdown for all the calculation components, regardless of the criteria chosen at the Margin 
account level: 
 

(1) BME CLEARING Initial Margin  
 

The breakdown is shown with the fields CalculationType = 1 and ArrayCode = MCInst. 
 

(2) BME CLEARING Initial Margin excluding xRolling Stocks contracts 
 
The breakdown is shown with the fields CalculationType = 2 and ArrayCode = MCInst. 

 
(3) Initial Margin for xRolling Stocks subject to regulatory restrictions 

 
The breakdown is shown with the fields CalculationType = 2 and ArrayCode = MCRetail. 
 

Note: if no position account holds positions on xRolling Stocks contracts, the same result is 
obtained in both components (1) and (2). 
 
A schematic example is given below. Assume a portfolio with the following positions: 
 

Number of contracts Contracts MC1 MC2 

1 Telefonica Future (a) 031 031 

-1 xRolling Telefonica (b) 031 X31 

1 IBEX Future (c) 021 021 

1 xRolling Santander(d) 028 X28 

 
Calculations (1), (2) and (3) above shall be performed under the following specifications: 
 

(1) BME CLEARING Initial Margin: It will be calculated on positions (a) = 031, (b) = 031, (c) = 
021 and (d) = 028, applying Margin Classes MC1 and, where applicable, margin offsetting. 

 
 

(2) BME CLEARING Initial Margin excluding xRolling Stocks contracts: It will be calculated on 
positions (a) = 031 and (c) = 021, exclusively, applying Margin Classes MC2 and applying 
margin offsetting, if applicable. 

 
 

(3) Initial Margin for xRolling Stocks contracts subject to regulatory restrictions: It will be 
calculated on positions (b) = X31 and (d) = X28, exclusively, applying Margin Classes MC2 
and no margin offsetting being applicable in this case. 

 


